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Abstract
A model supersonic inlet with auxiliary inlet
doors and boundary layer bleeds was acoustically
tested in simulated low speed flight up to Mach 0.2
in the NASA Lewis 4x15 Anechoic Wind Tunnel and
staticall y in the NASA Lewis Anechoic Chamber.
A JTSD refan model was used as the noise source.
Data were also taken for a CTOL inlet and for an
annular inlet with simulated centerbody support
struts. Inlet operation with open auxiliary doors
increased the blade passage tone by about 10 dB
relative to the closed door configuration although
noise radiation was primarily through the main
inlet rather than the doors. Numerous strong
spikes in the noise spectra were associated with
the bleed system, and were strongly affected by the
centerbody location. The supersonic inlet appeared
to suppress multiple pure tone (MPT) generation at
the fan source. Inlet length and the presence of
support struts r:erc shown not to cause this MPT
suppression.
Introduction
There is concern about the fan noise radiated
2rom supersonic inlets, particularly during takeoff
and, possibly, approach, which are the two flight
conditions when the community surrounding the air-
port is most adversely affected by excessive noise.
This noise will also be affected by the required
variable geometry of the inlet assembly. These
assemblies may require auxiliary inlet flow area
in the form of doors or annular slots. Little is
known about the effects of these auxiliary doors ou
either the generation of fan noise or its propaga-
tion. In addition, these inlets employ a variable
inlet area mechanism, such as a translating center-
body, to adjust inflow conditions. Centerbody and
cowl bleeds are features that are primarily in-
cluded to help control shock generated boundary
layer separation at supersonic cruise conditions.
Thus, the supersonic inlet assembly has several
geometric features which could complicate forward-
radiated noise.
References 1 and 2 present static aern-
acoustic results for a supersonic inlet with auxil-
iary doors, bleeds, and translating centerbody.
The t . st vehicle was a YF-12 aircraft operated
statically. Results showed that all of the vari-
able geometry components affected noise generation.
The present study is an effort to define the
aeroacoustic properties of a supersonic inlet
operating in two controlled t est environments.
The test inlet, designated the "P-inlet, " 3 , 4 was
tested in simulated low speed flight up to Mach 0.2
in the NASA Lewis anechoic wind tunnel , 5 , 6 and
statically in the NASA Lewis anechoic chamber.?
Acoustic results are presented for far -field micro-
phones as well as for internal pressure sensors
located on the inlet duct walls. Corresponding
aerodynamic results for the anechoic tunnel tests
art presented in Ref. S. Baseline acoustic data
for a conventional flight-contoured inlet (CTOI.
inlet) on the JTSD refan are included for compari-
son. The acoustic effect of long support struts
was investigated using an annular inlet with simu-
lated struts which approximated those found in the
P-inlet. This inlet was also tested with the
struts removed.
Apparatus
Anechoic Tunnel Installation
Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of the
P-inlet as it was tested in the Lewis anechoic wind
tunnel. A JTSD refan mode1 9 was mated to the
inlet as shown in Fig. 1 for this test series.
This fan, which has inlet guide vanes and operates
at high tip speed, was selected as having charac-
teristics representative of the fan noise expected
from future supersonic transport engines. Design
parameters for the JTSD refan model are given in
Table I. Results presented for the anechoic wind
tunnel installation are for a 0.2 tunnel Mach
number except where otherwise noted. The inlet in
the tunnel hrd sharp lips at the highlight and door
openings typical of a flight configuration.
Auxiliary inlet doors are required on a super-
sonic inlet to allow sufficient airflow to reach
the fan during takeoff conditions, where relatively
low forward flight speed and high airflow require-
ments prevail. A primary purpose of this investi-
gation was to assess the acoustic impact of opening
these auxiliary doors with their additional noise
path and circumferential flow distortion. The
P-inlet was run with 407, 20% and closed c„or con-
figurations as shown in Fig. 1. The percent door
opening was calculated as the ratio of the door
throat area to the disk area projected by the
inlet cowl lip. The cloned door configuration was
achieved by covering only the door outer surface.
Each of the four doors extended circumferentially
over a 50° arc. Four axially aligned centerbody
support struts ( L/H = 4) were located midway be-
tween the dnors in the horizontal and vertical
directions.
The P-inlet assembly cowl and centerbody walls
have porous surfaces in *he throat region consist-
ing of many small holes ( 1 .6 mm diam) which, in
flight, remove wall boundary layers and exhaust the
low velocity air to the atmosphere. This inlet
bleed system is intended to prevent terminal shock
boundary layer separation at design speeds and to
providesome margin of inlet subcritical operating
stability . 10 , 11 The cowl and centerbody bleed
holes were always open to the internal airflow.
The closed bleed tests were performed by taping Lhe
bleed exit louvers on the outside of the inlet. The
centerbody bleed had a complicated path (see Fig. 1)
connecting the outside bleed louvers to the center-
body orifices through the hollow support struts and
the fixed centerbody cylinder . 3
 The cylinder con-
nects to selected cavities behind bleed holes in
the concentric translating centerbody depending on
a:
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centerhod y position. At high flight speeds the
lower pressure at the external bleed exits compared
to the internal prenaurea results In positive blood
flow f-om inside to outside. Ilowever, rove:se
blood flow did occur under static conditions and nt
the 0.2 Mach number simulated flight speed of the
turnel. The actual magnitude of the bleed flow was
rat measured in the current tests.
The JTBD refan model was driven by a multi-
stage air turbine in the tunnel installation. The
• urbine exhaust exited on the Inside of the trans-
Inting cone which acted an the fan stage plug
nozzle. Thin arrangement tonded to shield the
microphones from the turbine noise. The noro-
dynamic survey rnkes g (Fig. 1) were found not to
affect the acoustic results, and thus were left
installed for all tests.
Figure 2 in a photograph showing the P-inlet
installed in the nnechoic wind tintnel. Part of the
for field (1.83 M radius) microphone arrav in vini-
ble in thin photograph. The plan view of this
tunnel inntnllntion is shown in Fig. 3. The auxil-
inry door and cowl lip microphones were mounted on
the inlet assembly shout 2,5 cm from tho surface.
All microphones were 0.64 cm diameter, oriented to
point upstream, and equipped with aerodynamic none
cones with nido oponingn to minimize airflow-
induced noise. In addition to the microphones,
there were a number of d ynamic pressure transducers
located in the flow passages to allow diagnostic
ntudv of the internal noise field. Aco„stic enli-
bration of the nnechoic wind tunnel has shown the
tent section to be anechoic at frequencies above
1000 1Iz.6
Anechoic Chamber Installation
'the 11 -inlet assembly with the JTBD refan model
was also tented in the Lewin nnechoic chamber. The
inlet and auxiliary doors find bellmouth lips to
better simulate flight airflow for those static
tests (Fig. 4).	 In addition, an inflow control
device (TCD) was attached to the inlet to help
entabinh flight-qualit y nirflow into the inlet.'•'
It was not possible to similarl y treat the nirflow
entering the auxiliary doors.
The .1781) refan model was remotely driven by an
electric motor in the anechoic chamber installa-
tion. The fan airflow exited into an exhaust col-
lector and out of the facility. Figure 5 is a
photograph showing the F-inlet installation in the
nnechoic chamber. The TCD tins been removed for
this photograph. Figure 6 shown a similar view of
the P-inlot with the TCD installed.
Figure 7 shows a plan view of the P-inlet
installation in the anechoic chamber. Far field
(0.64 cm diam) microphones were located in 10°
increments from 0° to 90° from the inlet axis.
There were no microphones located adjacent to the
inlet assembl y ; however, the same internal pressure
transducers were tined in the chamber installation
an in the tunnel installation. Onl y the forward-
radiated noise (including door-rn(linted noise) was
measured in the chamber, unlike the tunnel where
there was a possibility for aft-rndinted noise con-
taminntion. Acoustic calibration of the anechoic
chamber has shown it to be nnechoic at frequencies
above 200 fix.
The JTBD refan was also tested in the nnechoic
chamber with n CTOI, inlet for baseline noise com-
parisons with the P-inlet. As shown in Fig. 8, the
same ICD was installed on the CTOL inlet an was
used for the P-inlet chamber installation. The
far-field microphone nrrny was adjusted to keep the
same radius centered on the inlet plane for the
shorter CTO1, inlet. The CTDL inlet installation
had limited internal pressure tr.mnaducers for
diagnostic purposes.
Acoustic Data Reduction
The acoustic datn were. recorded on magnetic
tapes for later 50 llz constant bandwidth spectral
analysis. The output of thin narrow-bandwidth
sound pressure level (SP1.) analysis was digitized
and transmitted to a computer for further analy-
sis. Using a computer data reduction program,
narrow-bandwidth sound power level (PWL) spectra
were generated for the forward quadrant (0 to
90 degrees from the fan inlet axis) for the chamber
results.
Results and Discussion
Aerodynamic Results
Detailed aerodynamic results for the P-inlet
tent are reported in Ref. 8. The Fan operating map
for the JTBD refan model is shown in Fig. 9 (seo
Table 1 for fan stage design parameters). This
performance was typical of the fan in all installa-
tions. Data were taken for fan operation from 50
to 90 percent of design speed.
Acoustic Results
The acoustic results are presented in two
groups. The first group in for lower fan speeds
where the spectra are characterized by tones at the
blade passing frequency and its harmonica, while
the second group is for higher fan speeds where
shnft order tones dominate the noise spectra.
Flight Effect
Figure 10 shown the effect of simulated flight
in the anechoic wind tunnel. The SPL spectra are
for the fan operating at 602 design speed, which,
for thin inlet configuration (fdtiv extended center-
body, 40% open auxiliary doors, and closed bleeds),
gives an inlet throat Mach number of about 0.38.
The data are for the microphone at 70° from the
inlet axis. These spectra show a reduced "skirting”
of the blade passage tone (BPF) with increasing
tunnel flow, indicating improved airflow at the
sharp inlet lin. The actual love' of the BPF tone
shows little change with flight showing that inte ­
nal noise mechanisms, such as inlet guide vane-
rotor interaction, control the tone level. The ab-
sence of higher tone harmonics (2 x BPF and 3 x RPF)
when there is no tunnel flow remains unexplained.
The spectrum for the fan at windmill (about 15%
design fan speed) with the tunnel at 0.2 Mach num-
ber shows that the tunnel background noise level
has no effect on the test results above 1000 Rz.
Tent Facility Effects
Figure 11 shows a spectral comparison for the
P-inlot in the two test facilities. For reference
a spectrum of the refan noise with the CTOL inlet
is also shown. The SPL spectra are at 70° from the
inlet axis with the fan operating at 60% design
speed. The anechoic chamber data are adjusted to
the 1.83 M radius of the tunnel microphone. The
P-inlet was operated with 40% open auxiliary doors
and closed bleeds. The P-inlet centerbody spike
was extended 50% in the tunnel, while in the chnm-
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her it was extended 40%. The P-islat throat Mach
numbers were about 0.42 in both installations,
while with the CTOL inlet tl,e throat Mach number
was slightly lower.
The fundnmental tone levels (BPF) for the
P-inlet are about the same in both installations,
indicating that those tones are controlled by
sources other than installation effeeto. Likewise,
there is good agreement for the P-inlet overtone
levels. The strong tones between the fundamental
and first overtone are resonant tones which seem to
be associated with the inlet bleed systems. These
tones, which appear to be quite sensitive to inlet
configuration and centerbody position, will be dis-
cuosed in detail in a later oectien of this report.
The P-inlet results for the tunnel installation
typically showed a higher level in the 1 to 4 kHz
range than did the corresponding chamber results.
The reason for this difference is unknown, but
seems to relate to the tunnel airflow.
With the CTOL iw.let there was good agreement
in broadband noise with the P-inlet results. How-
ever, the fundamental tone and the second overtone
(3 x BPF) for the CTOL inlet are considerably higher
than the corresponding P-inlet results. Earlier
investigators (see Ref. 1) have shown that the
installation of a supersonic inlet may reduce the
fan noise levels relative to those for a CTOL inlet.
However, in Ref. 1, the fan was operating in the
supersonic tip speed range, rather than subion-
ically as for Fig. 11, and the entire spectral
rise level, rather than just the fundamental tone
,nd its harmonics, was reduced with installation of
he supersonic inlet.
nlet Mach Number Effect
The sound attenuation effects of near-sonic
llow at an inlet throat have been reported in the
literature. 13 THs effect in the P-inlet results
from the anechoic chamber is shown in Fig. 12, where
thi overall sound power level (OAPWL, 1 to 20 kHz)
is plotted as a function of inlet throat Mach
number. The inlet bleeds are closed. The va-in-
tion in mass averaged inlet throat Mach number for
a particular auxiliary door configuration was
nchieved by axially translating the inlet center-
body. The attenuation produced by increasing Mach
number in evident at about 0.7 throat Mach number.
There is a considerable noise attenuation toward
Mach vnity for the closed auxilinry doors configu-
ration, showing sonic inlet behavior. The lesser
atteruation for the open door configurations with
increasing Mach number suggests that some noise may
he radiating through the auxiliary doors.
The results for the CTOL inlet are similar to
the P-inlet results at the subsonic (50% and 60%
design) fan speeds. However, the CTOL inlet re-
sults are about 6 dB higher than those for the
P-inlet at 80% design fan speed where MPT noise can
occur. Thus the P-inlet appears to prevent or
attenuate the far field radiation of MPT noise in
a region of relativel •- low throat Mach number.
Again, the nature of the MPT noise of the refan
with the P-inlet will be discussed in more detail
in a later section of this report.
Auxiliary Door Effect
For takeoff, and possibly approach, it may be
necessary to open the auxiliary doors to provide
sufficient tan airflow. With open door operation
there is a clear possibility that nonuniform air-
flow will reach the fan. Also, open doors provide
an additional path for acoustic radiation. Finally,
opening the doors reduces the inlet throat Mach
number. All of these effects could lead to an in-
crease in the radiated noise.
The fundamental tone directivity results of
Fig. 13 show a tone level increase at all angles
with open auxiliary doors that is typical of thin
inlet. The cowl and centerbody bleeds were closed
for the investigation of the auxiliary door of-
fect. In Fig. 13 the tone level increases almost
10 dB at all forward angles with .40% open doors
relative to the results with closed doors. The
difference between levels for 40% and 20% open
doors becomes Icon toward the aft angles.
The data for the 90" and 110° aft positions
relative to the auxiliary doors (ace Fig. 3) show
little effect of door opening. This unexpected
result suggests that the door-induced noise is pri-
mari:y radiated through the inlet mouth rather than
through the door openings or, if through the doors,
is radiated forward.
Narrow bandwidth spectra are presented in Fig.
14 for the 10° and 70° data of Fig. 13. At 10°
from the inlet axis (Fig. 14(a)) the fundnmental
and first overtone are seen to increase with door
size. No clear tones were observed for the closed
door configurations. Instead the closed-door spec-
trum shows a "haystack" in the vicinity of the BPF,
but at a somewhat lower frequency. Although the
reason for this behavior is unknown, it may be
associated with the somewhnt higher throat Mach
number (0.74) of the cloned door configuration.
Figure 12 shows sonic attenuation beginning at
about this thront Mach number.
The 70° results in Fig. 14(b) show a similar
weak tone increase no the doors are opened. At
this angular location the fundamental tone for the
closed door configuration peaks at the same fre-
quency as the fundamental tones for the open door
configurations. The lower broadband level for the
closed door configuration above 10 kHz is un-
explained but may be related to the lower throat
Mach number. Several resonanc4 tone spikes are
seen in the spectrum of Fig. 14(b).
As an aid to separating source and propagatirp
effects, it is useful to look at the internal pres-
sure apectrn. Figure 15 shows spectra correspond-
ing to the conditions of Fig. 14 but measured at a
location on the outer flow passage wall between the
auxiliary door opening and the refan stage inlet
guide vane. Again, there is a tone level increase
associated with open door operation. This clearly
shows that the tone level increase which was
observed in the far field is a source effect asso-
ciated with the auxiliary door inflow. The broad-
band level for the closed door configuration in
Fig. 15 may relate to the higher throat Mach number
and consequent scrubbing noise potential for this
configuration. It is also interesting to note
that, although haystacked, the fundamental tone for
the closed door configuration is centered at the
BPF in Fig. 15 in contrast to the corresponding
spectrum of Fig. 14(a).
Bleed Effect
Throat region boundary layer bleeds are used
to help prevent terminal shock boundary layer sepa-
ration at design speeds and to increase inlet sub-
critical operating stability. It is desirable to
leave the inlet bleed system open at all times for
simplicity of operation. However, little is known
of the acoustic effects of the bleed system. The
P-inlet had both cowl and centerbody bleed systems
YQU
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(nee Fig. 1) which wore ducted to the outer surface
of the inlet. The centerbody bleed system was
especially complicated. Depending on centerbody
position, different translating conterbodv cavities
were opened to the hollow contorbodv. The bleed
airflow oleo travois through passages in the
centerbodv support struts to external exhaust ports.
At high flight Mach numbers the lower pressure at
these exit parts compared to the internal pressures
would inaure positive bleed flow. Ilowever, at low
forward flight speed (0.2 Mach) and during static
operation these bleed s y stems experienced reverse
flow. No measurements of the bleed flow magnitude
was mode during those tests. The bloods were
closed by tnping over the external duct openings
leaving some internal bleed cavities open to the
internal flow.
Strong resonance tones related to the blood
system geometry were observed in the P-inlet re-
sults. As soon in the spectra of Fig. 16, the num-
her, frequencv and magnitude of these tones were
sensitive to both conterbodv location and the bleed
syntom configuration. Curiously, in the far field
results, these fcrong resonance tones were almost
entirely restricted to the angles from 50° to 90°.
Also, the occurrence of these resonance tones was
greatest at the lower fan speeds and for the mid-
range conterbodv positions. The spectra in Fig. 16
are for the tunnel inatnllntion at 50% design fan
spood and 70° from the inlet nxis. At the 5O'
centerbodv extension (Fig. 16(n)) various resonance
tones appear in response to the opening of differ-
ent bleed ducts. The one exception is that with
the centerbodv bleed open to flow end the cowl
bleed closed there were no observable resonance
tones in the spectrum. It should be noted that
these resonance tones have no frequencv relation-
ship to the rotor interaction tones and their
harmonics. Retracting the conterbodv to tl.e 25%
extended position (Fig. 16(6)) results in an en-
tirely different set of resonance tones being
generated. The frequency of these spikes does not
correspond to either cavit y
 resonance frequency or
the struhal frequencv for vortex shedding from the
orifices as they are usually calculated; however,
predictions are uncertnin due to the complexity of
the P-inlet blood system passages. Thus the Son-
,,rating mechanism of the spikes was not identified.
Data from the external microphone at the cowl
lip tended to hnve the same spectral content as did
the dnta for the 70° microphone. Figure 17 shown
the cowl lip spectra corresponding to those of Fig.
16(n). The slime resonance tones as were aoen in
Fig. 16(a) are strongly represented in there spec-
tra. The absonce of fan tones (1, 2, 3 x BPF) is
conspicuous in Figs. 16 and 17.
As wan previously mentioned, these resonance
tones were largely restricted to the 70° microphone
position results. Directivities for throe of the
tvpicnl resonance tones are presented in Fig. IB.
While the tone levels clearly penk at 70°, the
corresponding broadband level tends to dip at the
some angular position. This irregular broadband
behavior in not normnlly observed in fan noise
directivity results and remains unexplained.
References 14 and 15 present data for another
supersonic inlet which was tested in the Lewis
10x10 supersonic wind tunnel. In this test lower
frequency resonnnce tones were found to he gon-
ornted by bypass door cnvities. installntion of
a blade cascade at the entrance to the cavities
eliminntod tbe2e tones. Additionally, the reso-
nance tones were reduced when airflow peened through
the cnvities. Although a different region of the
inlet internal flow path produced resonance in this
reference, there is the similarity that cavity
flow, such no contorbody bleed flow in the present
study, tended to reduce the resonance tone levels.
Combination Auxiliary Door and Bleed F,ffncto
In an earlier section it was shown that open-
ing the auxiliary doors will increase the fan
fundamental tone level. The results presented in
Hint section were for both bleeds closed. Figure
19 shows how the SPL spectra at 70° is affected by
opening both bloods. As in the earlier section,
the data are for the tunnel installntion at 0.2
Much number, with the fan operating nt 60% design
speed and 50% conterhody extension. With 20% open
auxiliary doors (Fig. 19(a)) there is essentially
no BPF tone effect from opening both bleeds. There
is, however, the usunl blood-induced change in
resonance tone structure.
A different situation is seen for the 40% open
nuxiliary doors (Fig. 19(b)) in which opening the
bloods causes about a 7 dB increase in the funda-
mental tone level. There is no thongs in the first
overtone level. Porhnps the bleed flow enhances
the flow nonuniformity effects of the 40% open
doors with a conse quent rise in the fundamental BPF
tone level.
The fundamontal tone directivities for the
operating conditions in Fig. 19 allow a similar
effect of the bleed flow at oth-r inlet angles.
Open bloods have little effect on the fundamental
tone level (except for a single point at 90°, for-
ward arc) with 20% open doors (Fig. 20(a)). With
40% open doors (Fig. 20(b)) opening the bleeds in-
creases the fundamental tone level by 5 to 7 dB in
the 30° and 70° range. The bleed effect is slightly
reversed at the forward are 10° and 90° positions.
As in Fig. 13, no clear dots trends are seen in the
aft 90" and 110° results.
Data from the internal pressure transducers
can he an effective tool in isolating the fnn inlet
noise mechanisms. Figure 21 allows internal pressure
spectra at a number of locations in the P-inlet for
the anechoic tunnel installation. Spectra for the
external microphones at the cowl lip and nuxilinry
door lip ore also shown. These data are for the
fan operating at 60% design speed, centerbody 50%
extended, 40% open auxiliary doors, and both bleeds
open. Figure 21 clearly shows the development of
the resonance tones. These tones nro especially
strong along the centerbody and outer cowl just
upstream of the bleed openings. The resonance tones
become weaker toward the fan stage, and are not at
all present just downstream of the fan stage.
These data support the iden that the resonance
tones originate in the bleed system, and especially
in the contorbody bleed system. This idea is rein-
forced by the observation thnt the resonance tone
structure varies with centerbody position.
The corresponding internal spectra for the
anechoic chamber installation of the P-inlet are
shown in Fig. 22. These data are for the center-
body 40% extended, so a change in the resonance
tone structure is expected. The external lip
microphones were not installed in the chamber.
Again, in Fig. 22, the resonance tones are strong-
est in the inlet throat region and especially just
upstream of the centerbody bleed.
Multiple Pure Tone Attenuation
An unexpected observation from earlier super-
sonic in:ot tests has been the apparent attenuation
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of (nil 	 pure toura IMPT'o1 even t s -ough the
inletthront Mach number wait ton low tit
aceuatic choking effecto. I In the present >nved-
ligation internal p ound meaaurrmrnto allow that the
P-°inlet somehow cannon a reduction in the actual
MPT generation at the fan oourcv.
Figure 21 allows how the overall sound power
level WAPWii (i to 7t1 Itli¢, 0° t o •0°) varies with
tail opeed for the rofan with tit. CTII inlet and
with tilt, P-inlet in the anechoic chamber. The
p -inlet was run with 407 open auxilinry doors anti
cloaed hloedo. The centt, rbodv wan S0° extended.
Open doora are necessary with P-inlet operation
above 70% donign fan speed tit 	 hard cholting
at the inlet throat. Above 707 design fail
strong MPT generation controls the 0APWI. level for
the CTit( inlet. The 11APWt for the P°inlet shown a
incident increase at 110° speed, then decroanes rapid--
1v at higher fan npe(,dn. At 1 0' donign fail
the 11 -inlet threat MaOt number for thin configurn--
tton in onl y U,AB, so, from Fig. 1:, acoustic
choking effvrtn are unlikrIv.
Figure Y4 compares the PWI, spectra tit 00° fan
speed for the two inlet configurations of Fig. .11.
An seen in thin figurt, tilt, MI's content for the
P-inlet in much loss than for the C1111. inlet where
the entire spectrum conn,ntn of MI'Vo. Actdittoo -
ell y , the flndam(,ntaI rotor alone tins, which in
cleariv evident for tilt, t"M inlet, in essentially
minding in the P-inlet results. 	 At 80Z 'ran speed
the MPT content and fundamental rotor alone fine
level for tar P-inlet increase nomewhnt with addi-
tional cip ritcrbotiv extension. However, at higher
fall nperdr. trsnnlnt ing the contrrhodv hall little
effect on the r1P'r1n.
Figure '% compares the VPI spectra nt 711° from
tit(, inlet axis for tilt, P°inlet in tilt, two facilt-
ttea at Rn" design fall speed, The cesterhodv in
'to, extended in the tunnel; ".07 extended in the
chamber. The tunnel Mach number in 0.:, in these
results the fundamental rotor 01411111 tone level in
somewhat higher for tilt, tunnel inotnllati tilt ,	 ( At
+ 't'r contrrhodv extension the funArtmenlnl tell( , levels
wort, eanentiall y identical in the twit
A strong resonance tone in seen in the tunnel dntn.
Tile far field M IT level in similar tilt the P-inlet
in the two facilities since the MPT ntruct-ure in
the chamber seems tit 	within the correiponding
npectrol envelope for the tunnel data.
internnl spectra provide nn insight into the
MI'T generation mechanism. The internal spectra for
the CM inlet with tilt, refat, operating at 80°
design npeed (Fig. 70 show strong MI +T content
throughout the inlet. There in even evidence of
wink MPT'n downstream 0f the fail.
In contrast, onl y modest MPT levels are seen
in the corresponding internal spectra for the
1+ -inlet in the tunnel installation ( Fig. 7 71 and
tilt,
 chamber installation (Fig. .8 ) ,	 There in, how-
ever, excellent agreement between the spectra for
the two P-inlet installntionn.
At a ll" donign fail speed the blade relative
velocit y is well into the nupernonie range and
strong MPT generation is expected. TIM internal
prevnure spectra for the rofan operating at q(1!
design speed wit), tilt, ('11)(. inlet (Fig. °91 show tl,e
expected strong MPT content. The 1 0° denigu speed
internal spectra data for the 1 1 -inlet in the tutnel
(Fig. 10) and in til t, chamhor (Fig. 11) show nil
 of MPT content upstream of the fan. Alan,
the fundamental I1PF tone in nn' evident u ,+ntrenm of
the fan in tilt, P-inlet internal data. However,
this 8PF tone in cl(, nrl y present internall y down-
stream of the fail 	 hoth installations, The I1pF
tone in also weakly prroent in the cowl lip micro-
phone apecern of Fig. 10. Although not shown. tilt,
I1PF tour, wan aloo piooent at nil angles in the far
field opeetra correaponding to Figo. 10 and 11.
Thua it in aomewha', surprising that the OPF torso
would not be detected internall y vet he radiated
into the far field.
The high broadband level at lower frequencieo
near the cowl lip location in Fig. 30 are due to
sharp lip effects of ti,e tunnel P-inlet configurn-
tion at high inlet nirflewn. The opoctra for
corresponding locations for the chamber inotnlla-
tion (Fig. 11 ) show a flatter broadband.
It wan not possible to operate the P-inlet in
tilt, clewed-doora configuration above M. donign fail
speed without choking the inlet. Figures 1; and 11
show the internal pressure spectra for the OWL and
11 -inlets at 75° design fan speed. Again, strong
MPT generation in evident in the C111 1. inlet reoulto
(Fig. 17), An for the higher fns speedo, no MIT
content in evident in these P-inlet internal ro-
suits.	 At this fail 	 with the eooterbodV fully
extended the P^inlet in chohi'd. These P-inlet
internnl opectra art, ver y similar to those in Fig.
10 (or 40 open doors and Of). design opord.
This analvnin of the internal spectra for the
,'1111- and P-islet clearl y shows that the stature of
the P•iolet in to suppress the actual genorntioo of
MP'T's tit fail speeds which would otherwise result in
strong M1'1' spectral content. Reference 1 reported
a significant M i r and fundamental ofV tone reduc-
tion with a 1'F°l7 supersonic inlet, and ouggented
that tilt, axial crntorbodv support struts may be
responsible for the noirie reduction. Te9t9 were
conducted with the .I ,rgt) refnu in the anechoic chain-
her to investigate possible inlet strut effects on
the radinted noise.
For these tvocn a long nnoulnr duct with a
hollmouth-like lip wan fitted t+ tilt ?17811 rofan
)Fig. 1 4 ) . The inlet had a cvlindricni eenterbody
with n rounded none. For equall y spaced thin axial
struts were located fit 	 annular duct. These
struts had L'I1 ration from i to 8, and a "no-strut"
cast, wait 	 by using thin upstream wires to sup-
port the centerbodv. The inlet lip wan fitted with
the inure inflow control device no wan used for the
I+ -inlet tests in tilt, chamber.	 Figure 1% it, a
photograph of the long inlet duct configuration in
tilt- anechoic chamber. The It'll wait 	 for this
photograph.
Figure 16 allows tilt, effect of [nil 	 on the
overall sound power level (i to 20 klir, 0 6 to 90°)
for the baseline C1111, inlet and the long annular
inlet. The long inlet results shown are for rho
struts removed anti for a strut 1./11 = 4, which was
tilt, cane for Elie 11 -inlet support otruto.	 Tilt, re-
sults for the long inlet show essentially tit, action-
tie effect due to the struts. There are, however,
none apparent differences between tilt. two inleto
due, to duct length.
The far field spectra at 70° from the fan inlet
ruin also show that the long struts have negligible
acoustic etfect. At M of design fan speed the
spectra for the struts removed (Fig. 17(a)) and for
struts with 1/11 - 4 (Fig. 17(h)) art , similar, with
strong MPT content fit 	 spectra. Thus, the
presence of Elie otruto in the P-inlet in apparently
not the reason for the observed attenuation. Other
effecto such an inl.^t length, radial velocit y pro-
file, and throat contraction must he considered in
thin attenuation mechanism.
Figure 18 shown the effect of all three inlet
configurationa tit 80% design fan speed, whore tilt,
fail spectra ore characterised by promir,ent fan
sal
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fundamentaland overtones, with no MPT's. The tape
levels at 70° from the fan inlet axis are highest
with the CTOL inlet. With the long strut inlet the
fundamental tone is only slightly reduced, although
the overtones show greater reductions. It is
interesting to note that the tone levels are
slightly higher with the L/H - 4 struts than with
the struts removed - presumably a strut-rotor
interaction effect. With the P-inlet (tunnel data)
the fundamental tone level in greatly reduced rela-
tive to the levels for the . • her Inlets, and the
overtones are not detectable to the spectrum.
Thus, the observed rotor tone reduction for the
P-inlet is not associated with the inlet struts,
and is only partially related to inlet length. The
total reason for the observed rotor tone and MPT
reduction for the P-inlet remains unexplained.
Summary of Results
A supersonic inlet, designated the P-inlet,
wa g
 tested at a 0.2 Mach forward flight speed in
the Lewis 9x15 anechoic tunnel and statically in
the Lewis anechoic chamber using a JTRD refan model
as the fan source. Internal and far field acoustic
data were raken. Baseline data using the refan
with a conventional CTOL inlet were also taken in
the anechoic chamber. rhis test program was con-
ducted to investigate the acoustic impact of open-
ing auxiliary inlet doors which are required on a
supersonic inlet to provide additional fan airflow
at low flight speeds. The acoustic effect of open-
ing internal boundary laver bleed systems, required
for more stable internal nirflow, and the effect of
struts wan also ine,stigated.
Significant results of this investigation are
as follows:
1. At subsonic fan tip speeds P-inlet opera-
tion with open auxiliary doors results to a sig-
nificant increase in the fan fundamental tone SPL.
Internal pressure spectra show that this tone
increase occurs at the fan source and is most like-
l y due to changes in fan inflow uniformity caused
by the open doors. There is no clear indication
that the open doors present a significant additional
acoustic radintion pathway. However, corresponding
fundamental tone levels for a CTOL inlet were
greater than those for any P-inlet configuration.
2. The P-inlet appears to greatly suppress fnn
multiplo pure tone generation at the fan source.
Tests with a long annular inlet with axial struts
showed that the inlet support struts, of them-
selves, are not the sound suppression mechanism.
The reason for this suppression remains unexplained.
3. Numerous strong tones in the spectra were
associated with the bleed system. These tones were
not fan-relnted, and were strongly affected by the
centerbody location. The far field directivity of
these tones is highly directional, with a peak at
abort 70° from the inlet axis. Internal SPL spec-
tra suggest that the centerbody bleed system is
primarily responsible for these tones.
4. Operation with open bleeds has no effect
on the fan fundamental tone level for the closed
and 20% open auxiliary door configurations. How-
ever, the tone was significantly increased with
open bleeds for the 407 open auxiliary door
configuration.
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TABLE I. - JT8D REFAN STAGE DESIGN PARAMETERS
inlet
	 guide	 vanes	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 23
Rotor
	 blades	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 34
Bypass	 stator vanes
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 84
Core	 stator vanes
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 56
Rotor	 tip diameter,
	 cm (in.)	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 50.8	 (20)
Rotor tip speed,	 m/sec	 (ft/sec.	 . .	 .	 488	 (1600)
Inlet weight	 flow,	 kg/sec	 (lbm/sec)	 . .	 .	 .	 35	 (77)
Bypass	 ratio	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 2.032
Bypass stage total 	 pressure ratio	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 1.67
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Figure 2. - P-inlet installed in Lewis 9x15 Anecroic Wind Tunnel.
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Figure 3. - Plan view of anechoic tunnel test section.
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rigure 5. - P-inlet installed in Lewis Anechoic Chamber
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Figure 6. - P-inlet installed ii, Lewis Anechoic Chamber with
ICD inplace.
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bleeds closed, 1.83 m radius).
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Figure 23. - Overall sound power level (00-900,
1K - 20KH Z ) as a function of fan speed in
anechoic chamber (p - inlet: 4076 open doors,
bleeds closed, centerbody nominal 50 616 ex-
tended).
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Figure 26. - Internal pressure spectra for JT81) refan in anechoic chamber
(8076 design fan speed, throat M = . 54).
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Figure 32 - Internal pressure spectra for JT81) refan in anechoic chamber
(7516 design fan speed, throat M o . 49)
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Figure 35. - long inlet strut assembly in the Aneci , c Chamber.
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